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Abstract
Mats of the pelagic macroalgae Sargassum represent a complex environment for the study

of marine camouflage at the air-sea interface. Endemic organisms have convergently

evolved similar colors and patterns, but quantitative assessments of camouflage strategies

are lacking. Here, spectral camouflage of two crab species (Portunus sayi and Planes minu-
tus) was assessed using hyperspectral imagery (HSI). Crabs matched Sargassum reflec-

tance across blue and green wavelengths (400–550 nm) and diverged at longer

wavelengths. Maximum discrepancy was observed in the far-red (i.e., 675 nm) where Chlo-

rophyll a absorption occurred in Sargassum and not the crabs. In a quantum catch color

model, both crabs showed effective color matching against blue/green sensitive dichromat

fish, but were still discernible to tetrachromat bird predators that have visual sensitivity to far

red wavelengths. The two species showed opposing trends in background matching with

relation to body size. Variation in model parameters revealed that discrimination of crab and

background was impacted by distance from the predator, and the ratio of cone cell types for

bird predators. This is one of the first studies to detail background color matching in this

unique, challenging ecosystem at the air-sea interface.

Introduction
The need to hide is a potent evolutionary driver [1]. Biological camouflage, the ability to avoid
detection or recognition by an observer, has evolved in multiple phyla as an adaptation to visu-
ally-orienting predators and prey. The study of marine camouflage systems has relevance to
ecology and animal behavior as well as human naval operations, and to target discrimination
in the water column [2, 3]. A wide variety of strategies exist, and the classification of camou-
flage techniques is a complex field [4]. One of the central topics of camouflage is color—Does
an animal match the color of its background? The concept of general background color match-
ing has been integral to the study of camouflage throughout its history, and this strategy is
common in the marine environment [1, 4–11].
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Early camouflage studies were typically biased towards human vision and subjective color
assessment [4]. The use of calibrated Red-Green-Blue (RGB) and other forms of photography
has effectively been applied to study color patterns and background matching [12–18], though
it does not provide fully spectrally resolved light data. Spectroradiometry with fiber optic
probes has been widely used in terrestrial and marine camouflage research to provide full spec-
tral reflectance from an organism and address color discrimination by observers [8, 11, 19–22].
For animals and backgrounds which have small, highly contrasting color elements, however,
sampling of the entire pattern with a spectroradiometer probe is difficult and provides isolated
data points that may not always be statistically representative of the entire organism without
equipment modification and rigorous technique [21]. An additional sampling concern is con-
tamination of the signal from specular reflectance. While this can be greatly minimized
through proper alignment of subject, light, and probe [20], it remains a concern particularly on
smooth, curved animal surfaces like those under investigation here.

Hyperspectral imagery (HSI) represents a combination of these traditional techniques and
is an invaluable tool for the objective study of spectral camouflage [23–25]. A hyperspectral
imager provides a near-synoptic image with full spectral or “hyperspectral” information for
every pixel covering an organism and its background habitat. Specular reflection can be easily
identified and removed from the dataset. Moreover, the large volume of gridded data allows for
statistical processing of both the spectral and spatial components of animal and background
patterns which are impossible or difficult to sample with other methods [26]. Recent develop-
ments in highly portable imagers allow the use of hyperspectral imagery in the field and
onboard small vessels to investigate dynamic changes in animal coloration. Here, a portable
imager was used to investigate camouflage in two species of crab endemic to floating mats of
the brown macroalgae Sargassum (S. natans and S. fluitans).

Sargassummats cover vast areas of the ocean surface in the subtropical North Atlantic [27–
29]. These mats serve as important primary producers [30, 31] and habitat in the open ocean.
Several hundred species are known to associate with or utilize the mats, including an endemic
faunal community [27, 32–36]. A Sargassummat is a complex optical and structural environ-
ment. Mats contain both pelagic species in varying stages of age and biofouling, as well as other
biological and artificial debris. Organisms adapted to this habitat have evolved a high degree of
crypsis. There is no hard cover in which to hide, and animals may be detected simultaneously
from any angle. Color and patterning which mimic the algae are common among endemics, as
is the use of shapes which resemble fronds, stipes, or gas vesicles [37–39]. Animals seeking ref-
uge within Sargassum are under threat of detection from multiple classes of visual system with
differing spectral sensitivities. Important predators in the mats include several species of sea-
bird [40], pelagic fish [31, 32, 41], and Sargassum endemics including the frogfish Histrio his-
trio and swimming crab Portunus sayi [27, 31, 42, 43]. Research on camouflage and predator
avoidance in this environment has focused on crustaceans, which are among the most abun-
dant Sargassum animals by species, number, and biomass [27]. The present study builds from
pioneering work conducted 70–100 years ago focusing on chromatophore response to back-
ground in Sargassum crabs and shrimp [5, 9, 37], but employs the use of hyperspectral imagery
to quantify the ability of predators to distinguish between the crab and its background based
on color. As outlined in [6] and [26], quantitative studies of camouflage must consider three
main factors: 1) the reflectance properties of the target and background, 2) the ambient light
field and optical environment, and 3) the visual system of the observer. While multiple studies
have investigated background matching under varying light fields [6, 19, 21, 22] and predator
visual systems [11, 21, 23], this is one of the first studies to use hyperspectral imagery to investi-
gate all of these components of spectral matching and crypsis in terms of predation from both
in-water and airborne predators.
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Methods
This study focused on camouflage of two different species of crab collected from the Sargasso
Sea. The methods for capturing organisms, measuring the hyperspectral reflectance properties
of crabs and background Sargassum, quantifying the ambient light field and optical environ-
ment, and for assessing background color matching from the perspective of different predators
are discussed below.

2.1 Collection of Crabs and Sargassum
Organisms and spectra were collected aboard the sailing vessel Sea Dragon on two cruises (26–
28 May 2013 and 2–5 June 2013) south of Bermuda in the vicinity of 31° 12.29'N, 64° 40.41'W.
Collection took place under the auspices and protocols of the Bermuda Natural History
Museum as part of a larger research effort. No specific permits were required for collection of
Sargassum or associated invertebrates, and no protected or endangered species were collected.
Samples of Sargassum sp. were collected using dip nets with hole size< 3mm [27, 33, 39]. Sar-
gassum collections were hand-sorted in buckets of seawater on deck shortly after sampling.
Crabs were separated into individual containers with water and placed in shade. Samples of the
Sargassum immediately surrounding the crabs when found were also taken (approximately
300mL) in an attempt to identify the microhabitat in which the individual was located just
prior to collection, i.e. the specific background it would have naturally been viewed against.
When this was not possible due to displacement of an individual within the net, a random sam-
ple from within that collection was taken. Crabs and macroalgae were quickly imaged
(typically< 30 minutes) to prevent possible effects from thermal or other stressors. Animals
were returned to the water with live algae samples after imaging.

2.2 Hyperspectral Imaging and Analysis
Spectral information was collected using a tripod-mounted 710 Hyperspectral Imager (Surface
Optics Corporation). This instrument collects an image (520 x 696 pixels) with spectral infor-
mation at 128 bands with 5 nm spacing from 380 nm to1040 nm, known as a “data cube.”
Study organisms were gently restrained and imaged under daylight illumination on a diffusive,
matte dark grey background (average R = 0.12) at approximately normal incidence. Every
image included a Spectralon (LabSphere) standard for calculation of reflectance R(λ), the ratio
of incident photons scattered backwards off the target at each wavelength [44]. The calculated
reflectance is independent of the light field and considered to be an inherent optical property
of the target. For this study, the target was assumed to be Lambertian, reflecting light equally at
all angles. While the surfaces of crabs and algae are most likely non-Lambertian, our assump-
tion is reasonable when applied to the element of reflectance which includes color information
(as opposed to glare or specular reflection off the carapace surface) [20] and was sampled by
our approach.

ENVI (Exelis VIS) image analysis software was used to process data cubes. All spectra were
interpolated from instrument and standard calibrations to 1 nm resolution. The image was
converted to reflectance by normalizing to an average radiance obtained from non-saturated
pixels centered on the Spectralon standard (generally>500 pixels). For each individual crab,
Regions of Interest (ROIs) were hand selected to include the carapace surface and avoid visibly
glare-contaminated pixels. Saturated pixels were identified and masked. Algae pixels were
extracted from the imagery using a Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which
contrasts reflectance in near infrared wavelengths (700 nm) to red wavelengths (670 nm) and
has been previously used to identify Sargassum [44]. The NDVI identifies algal pixels contain-
ing a “red edge,” the sharp rise in reflectance in far red wavelengths common to plant material.

Cryptic Color Matching in Sargassum Associated Crabs
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Pixels with calcareous epibionts are not identified with an NDVI and were selected manually.
For the statistical analyses, a random subset of Sargassum pixels equal to the number of avail-
able crab carapace pixels (~500–1500 pixels) was selected as representative of the background
for that individual. Mean reflectance curves for each individual crab and corresponding algal
background were then generated.

2.3 Discrimination by Predators
Color vision in vertebrates is the result of input from multiple classes of photoreceptive cone
cell viewing the same visual field, each of which is sensitive to a different range of wavelengths
[45]. The difference in signal from the receptor classes is then compared via an opponency
mechanism to produce the sensation of color. Systems with two, three, and four classes are clas-
sified as di, tri, and tetrachromats, respectively [6, 45, 46]. To assess whether two colored tar-
gets might be distinguishable/discriminable to a given observer under given light conditions,
the widely used Vorobyev and Osorio model [46] was applied. This model was used to investi-
gate color matching in the view of two generalized predator types: fish and birds. Dichromat
piscine (mahi mahi—Coryphaena hippurus) and tetrachromat avian (wedge-tailed shearwater
—Puffinus pacificus)models were selected. C. hippurus, a blue/green sensitive pelagic fish [47,
48], is a frequent Sargassum visitor shown to consume P. sayi through gut content analysis [43]
and is one of the only known predators of Sargassum crabs for which spectral sensitivity data is
available. Multiple taxa of sea birds forage for fish and crustaceans in Sargassum lines [40]. P.
pacificus was selected for visual modeling as it is perhaps the most comprehensively studied for
spectral sensitivity in marine birds [49, 50], and it is broadly sensitive to wavelengths from the
ultraviolet to far red.

To estimate the color contrast of crabs and algae to the predator visual system, the propor-
tion of incident photons captured by each class or type of photoreceptor (quantum catch) was
first calculated for each crab and algae spectrum according to the general form:

qi ¼ ki

Zlmax

lmin

IðlÞTðlÞRðlÞSiðlÞdl

ki ¼ 1�
Zlmax

lmin

IðlÞTðlÞRbðlÞSiðlÞdl

Qi ¼ ln qi

ð1Þ

where λmin and λmax are the limits of the spectral region considered, i is the photoreceptor type
(with higher numbers indicating longer λ sensitivity), qi is the receptor quantum catch for a
given photoreceptor type, ki is the von Kries transformation for color constancy, T(λ) is light
transmission between target and observer, R(λ) is the reflectance of a target, Rb(λ) is the mean
reflectance of the visual field, Si(λ) is the spectral sensitivity of the receptor, and finally Qi is the
coded, logarithmic quantum catch for that photoreceptor [11, 19, 23 46]. The lower bound,
λmin, was set at 400 nm due to the signal-to-noise limitation of the imager, while λmax, 700 nm,
represents the upper boundary of light sensitivity in the bird model. Photopigment absorption
spectra S(λ) for each predator were taken from published sources. Fish sensitivity spectra [47]
were digitized and a transmission curve (T50 = 436nm [48]) was applied to produce final sensi-
tivity spectra Si. Bird spectral sensitivities [50, 51] were digitized and directly utilized in the
model.
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In this chromatic discrimination model, contrast between crab and algae quantum catch sig-
nals for each photoreceptor type are determined via a neural opponency mechanism [22, 23,
46]. It is assumed that detection is limited by physiological noise in the receptor channels
themselves. Similarity between two target colors was calculated as chromatic contrast (ΔS).

For the fish predator:

DS2 ¼ ðDQ1 � DQ2Þ2=ðe21 þ e22Þ ð2Þ

For the bird predator:

DS2 ¼ ½ðe1e2Þ2ðDQ4 � DQ3Þ2 þ ðe1e3Þ2ðDQ4 � DQ2Þ2 þ ðe1e4Þ2ðDQ3 � DQ2Þ2þ
ðe2e3Þ2ðDQ4 � DQ1Þ2 þ ðe2e4Þ2ðDQ3 � DQ1Þ2 þ ðe3e4Þ2ðDQ2 � DQ1Þ2�
=½ðe1e2e3Þ2 þ ðe1e2e4Þ2 þ ðe1e3e4Þ2 þ ðe2e3e4Þ2�

ð3Þ

where e is the estimate of receptor signal-to-noise and ΔQi is the difference in quantum catch
between two spectra (crab and background) for a given receptor type. Noise is approximated
by:

ei ¼ oi=
ffiffiffiffi
gi

p ð4Þ

where ωi is the Weber fraction noise estimate and gi is the relative abundance (or ratio) of the
photoreceptor type. In the absence of species-specific information, ωi was set at 0.05 which is
appropriate for avian vision in high light situations [52] and also used in studies of fish visual
systems [23, 53]. For each receptor type gi, the relative abundance of each was used [11, 19, 23,
26]. For the fish model, the ratio was set at 1:1 (g1 = g2) [11, 19, 23]. In birds, the relative abun-
dance of their four photoreceptor types has been found to increase with sensitivity to longer
wavelengths, but is highly variable both between species and eye region [26, 49]. For the bird
model, g1:g2:g3:g4 was initially set as 1.5:1:1.5:2 [49, 50, 51] which represents the mean for the
entire eye in P. pacificus. The UV component of avian vision is not modeled by our method,
but this is unlikely to influence our results, as later discussed.

The units of chromatic contrast (ΔS) are Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs). Larger JNDs
indicate greater color contrast to the visual system of the observer [11, 22, 23, 46]. When this
parameter was less than 1, the crab was considered indistinguishable from its background. The
literature suggests that values between 1 and 4 are difficult to distinguish, while JNDs greater
than 4 would indicate that the crab is readily distinguishable [46, 53–55].

Additionally, achromatic contrast (or difference in luminance) can be used to identify tar-
gets on small spatial scales [17, 19–23, 51]. This is accomplished through paired or double
cones, while chromatic contrast is processed from input of single cone cells. We calculated ach-
romatic contrast for all crabs, under both fish and bird predators, as:

ðDSACÞ ¼ ðDQÞ=e ð5Þ

where ΔQ is the difference in quantum catch for crab and algae to the longest wavelength cone,
and e calculated as in Eq 4.

Light Environment and Attenuation. Light field and water optical property data were
generated in Hydrolight 5.2 (Sequoia Scientific) radiative transfer software from user specified
inputs. As visual systems are sensitive to photons and not energy, irradiances were converted
to quanta. The optical properties of the water column were determined from the New Case 1
Model using satellite derived Chlorophyll a concentration values (NASA GES DISC, Giovanni
Web Service) and should be representative of clear Sargasso Sea water. A second case was also
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considered with high light attenuation comparable to conditions found in the Florida Keys
coastal region, using previous local measurements of diffuse attenuation Kd (λ) [56].

Attenuation through the water column at each wavelength was modeled [6, 56, 57] from
Beer's Law:

EdðzÞ ¼ Edð0�Þe�Kdz ð6Þ

where Ed(z) and Ed(0
-) are downward irradiance at depth z and just below the surface and Kd is

the downward diffuse attenuation coefficient (with (λ) notation dropped for clarity). From
this, a transmission factor T(λ) was calculated [6, 26, 56, 57] for use in predator visual model-
ing:

TðlÞ ¼ EdðzÞ
Edð0�Þ

¼ e�Kdz ð7Þ

Several of the above parameters (illumination, light transmission through the water column,
and bird photoreceptor ratio) were varied to determine the impact of these factors on chro-
matic contrast. For all individual crabs, the impact of modifying model parameters was
assessed by change in chromatic contrast, dividing the new chromatic contrast value by the ini-
tial values:

Change DS ¼ DSmod

DSini
ð8Þ

Results
First, we describe observations of floating algal mats and Sargassum crabs encountered in the
Sargasso Sea. The reflectances obtained from hyperspectral imagery of crabs and algae taken in
the field are presented and compared. Then, we develop a conceptual modeling framework
from our field observations. Using the conceptual and reflectance data, color matching by
crabs is assessed through two different visual models: a dichromat fish and tetrachromat bird.

3.1 Environment and Organism Description
Drifting mats of Sargassum were encountered sporadically throughout both cruises. Sargassum
was observed in different densities and configurations, including expansive amorphous mats
(Fig 1A), thin windrows, and isolated clumps of one or a few individual strands or “plants” (Fig
1B). Mats extended to different depths depending on the mean buoyancy of individual strands
and the density of strands in a given mat. A “dense”mat was approximately 30 cm thick,
though this was variable. Our observations revealed clumps penetrating to approximately 5 m
below the sea surface. The upper surface of thick mats was often uniform and emergent (Fig
1C). The bottoms of the mats were more rugose, leading to a complex 3-dimensional environ-
ment (Fig 1D). For a camouflaging animal, this would allow for a multitude of depths and ori-
entations in relation to the ambient light field.

Two species of crab were found in the mats and used as model organisms in this study (Fig
2). The Sargassum Swimming Crab Portunus sayi (Gibbes 1850) was the larger of the two and
had a yellow/brown, mottled appearance on its dorsal carapace. Of the 8 individuals (4 male, 4
female) encountered, the carapace width ranged from 0.50 cm to 2.53 cm and averaged 1.04
cm. Subjectively, the background shade of the carapace varied from yellow to dark brown and
the mottled patterns varied greatly between individuals. Small P. sayi were lighter yellow over-
all, with dark markings. All individuals possessed a dorsal saddle mark with a central white
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patch. The patch covered approximately 4% of the carapace (Fig 2A and 2B). Larger individuals
possessed additional small white spots. Limbs were generally marked with light and dark
stripes perpendicular to the appendage. The carapace of the largest individual (Fig 2B) was
darker overall, but retained the saddle marking. We have observed the same trend of darkening
with size in other regions (Greater Florida Bay, Gulf of Mexico).

The Gulf Weed or Columbus Crab Planes minutus (Linnaeus 1758) was generally yellow in
color (Fig 2C), ranging to light orange for some individuals. Twenty three individuals were
encountered on Sargassum (12 male, 11 female), and carapace widths ranged from 0.31 cm to
0.80 cm, with a mean of 0.53 cm. Conspicuous white spots were apparent on 8 P.minutus,
ranging in size from ~1 mm2 to the entire surface of the carapace. These were irregularly
shaped, with 1–2 markings per individual. With the exception of these markings, individual P.
minutus were generally uniform in color.

P.minutus were also found on a floating, red plastic bucket during the first cruise. These
crabs were much darker in coloration than those in Sargassum (Fig 2D) and were treated as a
separate subpopulation in this study. In the plastic bucket, 7 individuals (3 male, 4 female) ran-
ged from 0.51 cm to 0.88 cm, with a mean of 0.69 cm. Six of these were dark red, with one

Fig 1. Photos of the floating macroalgae Sargassum encountered during this study in the Sargasso Sea, south of Bermuda. Individual aggregations
can be extensive and densely packed (A) or more diffuse (B). Densely packed mats can be solid and partially emergent from the water column (C). The algae
may float at several different depths and extend downwards from the surface by tens of centimeters, as depicted with a sample in a small tank (D).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g001
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possessing a large white spot covering approximately 75% of the carapace. One individual was
brown in color, though darker than those found on algae. No significant difference in carapace
width was observed between male and female for either species. For individuals collected on
Sargassum, all crab colors were visually within those of algae samples. Ventral sides were pale
yellow to white for both species.

The location and orientation of the crabs within the floating Sargassummats were not
directly observable with our collection methods. However, short term observations were made

Fig 2. Photos of representative Sargassum crabs from two different species encountered in the Sargasso Sea. Portunus sayi display considerable
variation in pattern frommore uniform and pale (A, small adult male) to highly mottled (B, large adult female). Some aspects of patterning, such as the central
dorsal white spot and m-shaped saddle marking, appeared in all adult individuals. The smaller species Planes minutus tended to have a more uniform
coloration across the carapace (C, adult female). Some individuals had one or more white patches on the dorsal surface which ranged from small to covering
the entire carapace and appendages. Several dark red P.minutus (D, adult male) were found drifting on a plastic bucket.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g002
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on deck in small tanks, where crabs were allowed to move freely within clumps of algae. Indi-
viduals were oriented in multiple directions clinging to algae fronds and stipes, with no clear
trends in positioning or movement evident (Fig 3) for either species. Both species of crab
appear to display counter-shading, though neither seemed to continually orient themselves to
utilize this camouflage strategy. We have also observed adult P. sayi sitting emergent from the
water column on top of mats in the Florida Keys, though this was not seen during the present
study. While specific animal frequency data was not collected, multiple individuals were often
encountered in the same dip sample, periodically in close proximity. Both species were encoun-
tered in the same sample on at least one occasion.

Water was clear without considerable amounts of phytoplankton or other light absorbing or
scattering constituents. The mean Chlorophyll a concentration (Chl) in this region during the
study period was estimated from the MODIS Aqua ocean color satellite to be ~0.1 mg m-3.
Water clarity in this region, although highest in the summer (Chl = 0.05 mg m-3), was consid-
ered high throughout the year. During the study period, daylength was approximately 14 hrs
with mostly clear sky conditions.

Fig 3. Sargassum crabs on algae in a small tank. Individual crabs (circled in red) did not show any preferred orientations relative to algae during short-term
measurements in shipboard aquaria. Note the presence of a small frog fish, Histrio histrio, in the lower left (yellow circle).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g003
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3.2 Reflectance of Organism and Background
Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) was conducted on each individual crab and the associated back-
ground of Sargassum or red plastic. For an individual crab, the reflectance of the different color
and pattern elements (yellow, brown, white) show good matching to elements of the Sargassum
environment (Fig 4). Over the entire carapace and algae ROIs, both crab and algae showed low
mean reflectance in blue wavelengths (400–500 nm), with values rising steadily into the orange
and red (500–600 nm) (Fig 5A and 5B). Crab reflectance continued to gradually increase mono-
tonically, while Sargassum flattened due to characteristic absorption features and then dipped
sharply at the Chlorophyll a secondary absorption band (675 nm) before rising exponentially at
the vegetative “red edge”. Standard deviation of R(λ) for both crabs and algae was lowest in
short wavelengths, and increased into the red, representing the variability of R(λ) among all pix-
els in a ROI. R(λ) values were generally normally distributed for both species (S1 Fig).

Both P. sayi (Fig 6A, 6B and 6C) and P.minutus (Fig 6D, 6E and 6F) most closely matched
the reflectance of their algal backgrounds in the blue, green, and yellow regions of the spec-
trum, with greater divergence appearing in the red. For all individuals of both species on algae,
the largest difference was observed in a small region centered on the secondary chlorophyll
absorption feature (Fig 6C and 6F) where the spectral differences were up to seven times
greater than that at other wavelengths. For individual P.minutus with large white markings,
enhanced reflectance was found in blue and green spectral regions (Fig 6D, black dotted lines)
and resulted in abnormally high differences between crab and background in blue wavelengths
(Fig 6F) as well as increasing the variation in R(λ) values for this species. Among the generally

Fig 4. Reflectance of P. sayi pattern elements and subjectively corresponding habitat features.
Reflectance R(λ) of the white, brown, and yellow areas on a randomly selected P. sayi carapace very closely
matched the reflectance of calcareous epibionts, senescent brown, and healthy yellow Sargassum. Spectra
of yellow and white areas on P.minutus showed similar correspondence. As with carapace and algae mean
reflectance, maximum divergence appears in the far red.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g004
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dark red P.minutus–bucket subgroup, reflectance was flatter and lower across all wavelengths
than for the other groups (Fig 6G). The corresponding reflectance of the plastic was also
extremely low (Fig 6H), and the greatest difference between crab and background reflectance
in this group was observed between 575 and 675 nm (Fig 6I).

Fig 5. Mean and standard deviation of the measured reflectance spectra,R(λ), for a single randomly
selected individual and its background obtained from a hyperspectral image of A) P. sayi and B) P.
minutus. The greatest difference for both species appears around the secondary chlorophyll absorption dip
(675 nm) present in Sargassum reflectance, but not observed for the crabs. Variation in R(λ) across the
carapace is lowest in the blue and increases towards the red.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g005
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Fig 6. Reflectance R(λ) of individual crabs and associated backgrounds determined from hyperspectral imagery collected from the Sargasso Sea.
Left panels show the reflectance spectra of individual crabs. Middle panels show spectra for the associated background (Sargassum or bucket). Right panels
present the difference between the left (crab) and middle (background) panels. Error bars for each spectrum have been omitted for clarity, but were similar to
that for the example individuals. Black dashed lines in panels (D, F) represent P.minutuswith large white markings and higher reflectance than other crabs of
both species. Individual P.minutus collected from a floating red bucket (G) all had substantially lower reflectance than crabs on natural algae. The greatest
difference between crabs and algae was centered around the secondary absorption band of Chlorophyll a (675 nm) where a dip was found in the Sargassum
reflectance spectrum.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g006
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3.3 Discrimination of Crab and Background by Predators
Following our observations of the environment and organisms (Sec. 3.1) and reflectance mea-
surements of algae and crabs (Sec. 3.2), a conceptual framework was developed for assessing
the color matching abilities of Sargasum crabs in the view of fish and bird predators (Fig 7).
This framework allowed us to vary several of the parameters in the chromatic contrast model
to emulate realistic environmental variation. Several “worst case” scenarios are presented for
testing configurations of airborne and in-water predators, light field, and water column.

Two initial scenarios were considered based on predator type. Within the conceptual frame-
work, the crab was placed on the background and observed with the dorsal surface facing

Fig 7. Normalized visual pigment sensitivities for dichromat fish mahi mahi (A), Coryphaena hippurus
(Munz and McFarland 1979), and tetrachromat bird wedge-tailed shearwater (B), Puffinus pacificus
(Hart 2004).C. hippurus is most sensitive to light in the blue and green wavelengths, while P. pacificus is also
sensitive to red wavelengths. Sensitivity spectra (limited to 400–700 nm) are superimposed on sample R(λ)
for crab and algae.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g007
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orthogonal to the predator. Sargassum was treated as a planar surface comprised of the fronds
of algae and opaque to light. For the fish predator, the algal surface was placed vertically. This
is consistent with the strategy of C. hippurus, which attacks prey parallel to the water surface
[58]. Depth was arbitrarily set at 15 cm, within a reasonable depth range for floating Sargas-
sum. The illumination spectrum I(λ) was set as downward planar irradiance Ed(λ) at 15 cm
below the sea surface (S2 Fig).

In the bird predation scenario, the algal surface was placed horizontally at the surface of the
water column with the crab emergent and observer in air, looking downward. The illumination
I(λ) was set as downward planar irradiance incident upon the sea surface Ed(0

+) (S2 Fig). For
both scenarios, T(λ) was initially set at 1 for all wavelengths.

The parameter chromatic contrast, in units of Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs), quanti-
fied how discernible each crab was from its background given the visual capabilities of the
predator and the chosen environmental scenario. On Sargassum, P. sayi and P.minutus
achieved approximately equal contrast under initial conditions (Fig 8). The dichromat piscine
predator was not able to reliably discriminate between background and crab for either species,
though some individual crabs showed JNDs above the threshold detection value of 1 (Fig 8A).
The tetrachromat avian predator, by contrast, was able to distinguish between crab and back-
ground for both species with no individuals below the threshold (Fig 8B). Mean contrasts were
not significantly different (p = 0.05) between P. sayi and P.minutus. Within each group, indi-
vidual crabs achieved a wide range of chromatic contrast with their background. For P. sayi,
contrast was inversely correlated to carapace width for both dichromat fish and tetrachromat
bird predators (Fig 9A and 9B), while P.minutus showed positive correlation (Fig 9C and 9D).

Achromatic contrast was an order of magnitude higher than chromatic contrast for the
piscine model (Fig 10A) for both P. sayi and P. minutus, and approximately twice as high for
most individuals as chromatic contrast for the avian predator (Fig 10B). Contrasts between
crab species were not significantly different (p = 0.05). No contrast trends with body size
were observed.

3.4 Discrimination of Crab and Background—Model Variation
Avian Photoreceptor Ratio. For the avian predator model, multiple photoreceptor ratios

were considered. Initially, the mean ratio of 1.5:1:1.5:2 was used. A unity ratio 1:1:1:1 and two
ratios found in birds were examined: 1:1:2:2 and 1:2:2:4 [26, 49]. Due to the presence of outliers,
median chromatic contrast for each group was used in comparing the effects of receptor ratio.
Median JND increased for all crab populations, as well as most individuals, with increasing rela-
tive numbers of long wavelength receptor types. P. sayi group median chromatic contrast was
22% lower than initially at 1:1:1:1, 8% lower at 1:1:2:2, and 14% higher at 1:2:2:4. For P.minutus,
the corresponding changes were 20% lower, 7% lower, and 12% higher for the respective ratios
(Fig 11A). Several individuals in both species showed decreased contrast (< 1) at the 1:2:2:4
ratio. These crabs had relatively low reflectance in the blue relative to most individuals.

Attenuation through Water Column. Attenuation by water with observer distance was
investigated by varying T(λ). For the fish, T(λ) was calculated using horizontal distance
through the water column in place of depth z (Eq 7). When evaluating attenuation by water for
the bird, the predator was considered to have its head underwater during active foraging, and
transmission across the air-water interface was not considered. An overlaying water column of
varying depth was added to the initial scenario. Illumination I(λ) as Ed(λ) was generated for
each depth, and T(λ) calculated. Attenuation was estimated for two water types with differing
optical characteristics, corresponding to the Bermuda Sargasso Sea and coastal Florida (S3 Fig)
where we have also encountered P. sayi. Attenuation by the water column with increasing
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distance between target and observer decreased discriminability of crabs and algae for both
predators. Low sensitivity was observed for the piscine predator (Fig 11B), which showed negli-
gible (< 10%) decrease in chromatic contrast under all but the most attenuating Florida condi-
tion at 5 m depth, with reductions in median contrast of 29% for P. sayi, and 25% for P.
minutus. The impact of attenuation on chromatic contrast was somewhat more pronounced
for the bird predator model at intermediate attenuation than for the fish (Fig 11C). Under the
most attenuating 5m Florida condition, reductions in median contrast were 33% for P. sayi,
and 23% for P.minutus. Some individuals showed an increase in contrast with attenuation.
This was restricted to those P.minutus with large, dorsal white spots and a single P. sayi. The
effect of attenuation on achromatic contrast was negligible for the fish predator, and somewhat

Fig 8. Crab chromatic contrast (ΔS) for initial model conditions when viewed by fish (A) and bird (B)
predator models.Units are Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs), and values less than 1 (dashed line)
indicate that the organism is not distinguishable from its background. Contrasts for the fish model were mostly
below 1, while values for the bird were significantly higher.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g008
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more pronounced for the bird (Fig 12) with median reductions under 5% at 1 m for both water
types, and of 16% (Bmd) and 15% (Fld) for P. sayi at 5 m, and 14% (Bmd) and 12% (Fld) for P.
minutus. Physically, for both water types the discrepancy in reflected signals between crab and
algae diminished with increasing absorption and scattering with distance through the water
column, particularly in the highly absorbed red wavelengths (S4 Fig).

Illumination and Visual Scene Reflectance. When illumination spectra I(λ) was altered
from solar noon (initial scenario) to a red-shifted low solar angle (1 hour before sunset),
a< 1% increase from the initial conditions in median contrast for each group of crab was

Fig 9. Chromatic contrast (ΔS) plotted against carapace width (CW) for each species under fish (left panels) and bird (right panels) visual models.
A linear regression model was fit to each group. ΔS showed a strong, significant (p = 0.05) negative correlation to CW for both models in P. sayi (A, B). For P.
minutus (C, D), significant positive correlation to CWwas observed for individuals without large white patches (circles). This correlation was not observed for
individuals with white patches (squares), which have been superimposed on the figure and were not used in calculating the regression. Dotted lines
represent 95% confidence interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g009
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observed for the bird visual model under sunset illumination, with no change in contrast evi-
dent for the fish at the given precision (1 decimal place). Varying Rb(λ) as a linear mix of algae
and water had no discernible impact on chromatic contrast at the level of precision used for
either predator.

Discussion
We hypothesize that camouflage in the Sargassum ecosystem will be well developed due to its
location at the air-water interface, the total lack of hard-cover retreats from predation, and the
presence of multiple classes of visual systems. Indeed, we found that the spectra reflected from

Fig 10. Achromatic contrast (ΔSAC) for initial model conditions when viewed by fish (A) and bird (B)
predator models.Units are Just Noticeable Differences (JNDs), and values less than 1 (dashed line)
indicate that the organism is not distinguishable from its background. Achromatic contrast for both crab
species were not significantly different (p = 0.05) for either predator model. All individuals were above the
threshold value of 1 for both predators.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g010
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Fig 11. Impact of bird model photoreceptor ratios and water column attenuation on chromatic contrast (ΔS). Bars represent median contrast for each
crab group relative to ΔS for the initial condition. Dashed line represents a ratio of 1 (no change). For bird photoreceptor ratios (A), the unity ratio achieved the
lowest chromatic contrast. Contrast increased with increasing proportion of red-sensitive photoreceptor types. Chromatic contrast at 1 and 5 m distance in a
low (Bermuda/Bmd) and high (Florida/Fld) attenuation water columns were compared to null attenuation (T = 1, Eq 1). Simulating attenuation of light with
distance generally decreased contrast values for both fish (B) and bird (C) predators, though this was highly variable on an individual basis with some
individuals becoming more distinguishable (> 1). Outliers (+) were observed for both crab species. Decrease in chromatic contrast was most pronounced for
the highest attenuation condition (Fld, 5 m).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g011

Fig 12. Impact of water column attenuation on achromatic contrast (ΔSAC) to fish (A) and bird (B) models. Bars represent median contrast for each
crab group relative to ΔSAC for the initial condition. Dashed line represents a ratio of 1 (no change). Decrease in achromatic contrast was generally low,
except for the avian predator under the 5 m conditions, where median ΔSAC of both species decreased by 15% and up to 50% for some individuals. Outliers
(+) were observed for both crab species.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0136260.g012
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the crabs were very close to the background Sargassum (or red bucket), except at far red wave-
lengths. Important differences were found between the two species in terms of size when
viewed by piscine and airborne predators.

Discrimination by Predators Relative to Body Size
For P. sayi, chromatic contrast showed a strong decrease with increasing carapace width. In
other words, the larger crabs were able to better match their background color than the smaller
crabs. The sample size (n = 8) was relatively small given the variation in R(λ) for this species.
Even though there was only a single very large P. sayi encountered in this study (2.5 cm wide),
the correlation remained significant without this individual for body sizes from 0.5 to 1.3 cm
(p< 0.01). P. sayi is known to change color on short (several hours) time scales, which may be
employed in dynamic camouflage [59]. Expansion and contraction of chromatophores beneath
the transparent carapace changes the color of the animal, and may provide a better match to its
general surroundings [9, 60, 61]. Apparently, the background matching ability of P. sayi
improves with size and/or age. The smaller crab, P.minutus, however, showed an opposite
trend with body size, such that the larger individuals showed a greater contrast to their back-
ground than the smaller ones. Unlike P. sayi, coloration in P.minutus is not known to be
dynamic and only changes over long time scales [5, 9]. As discussed further below, the individ-
uals found on the dark red bucket had a significantly darker red color than those found on Sar-
gassum, indicating an ability to acclimate to differently colored backgrounds. Color matching
increased with carapace width in P. sayi and decreased in P.minutus. These results suggest that
differences in body size, patterning, and camouflage strategy may be significant between these
species [62]. Further research on color change in P. sayi and pattern heterogeneity in both spe-
cies, determined from hyperspectral images, is forthcoming.

Planes minutus on Floating Debris
By a stroke of coincidence, the present work sheds light on a much earlier study. The P.minu-
tus encountered on a drifting bucket were of a deep red color not found in the natural algal
population, which mirrors an observation by Crozier [5] of “mahogany” P.minutus on a float-
ing cedar log. Unable to induce color change in adult P.minutus by placing them on varying
backgrounds in a series of experiments, he postulated that this species may change coloration
to match substrate over long periods. Hitchcock [9] described the crabs’ chromatophore
responses, but found no clear indication that the species attempted to match new backgrounds
over several days. In the present study, bio-fouling on the bucket indicates a significant period
adrift. A prolonged duration within the bucket is supported by the significantly (p = 0.02)
larger size of the bucket P.minutus as opposed to those from Sargassum. P.minutus is evi-
dently capable of morphological color change on long time scales, possibly related to pigment
deposition during molting [10, 61, 63], in contrast to the more rapid changes of P. sayi [59].
The present observation confirms Crozier’s initial discovery that P.minutus possesses an abil-
ity to match backgrounds with a wide color range, even beyond those encountered on evolu-
tionary time scales.

Predator Visual Systems
The ratio and spectral sensitivities of observer photoreceptor types can alter the chromatic con-
trast of a given target by an order of magnitude. Sargassum crabs match their algal background
least closely in the red wavelengths. Model runs confirmed that the presence, as well as the rela-
tive abundance, of long wavelength sensitive photoreceptors increased chromatic discrimina-
tion between crab and background. While there is variation in cone cell sensitivity across bird
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taxonomic groups [49], measured or modeled data is still lacking for many bird species. This
variation is greatest in shorter wavelengths, where birds possess either an ultraviolet (UVS) or
significantly long-shifted violet sensitive (VS) type. Variation is considerably lower in longer
wavelengths, as the spectral sensitivities of the medium, short, and long wave cone pigments
(SWS MWS, and LWS, respectively) are relatively conserved [49]. The model bird in this
study, P. pacificus, has the violet type. Work by Chiao et al. [23] has shown that color discrimi-
nation may not be greatly affected by small shifts in maximum absorption by visual pigments,
and so the potential differences between the model system selected and actual avian predators
is likely negligible for the purposes of this study. It must be noted that P. pacificus, like all
known birds, is sensitive to wavelengths shorter than 400 nm. This is the lower bound of our
visual model, due to the technical limitations of the hyperspectral imager. Discrepancies in R
(λ) between crabs and algae in the ultraviolet would not be accounted for in our chromatic con-
trast calculations. However, inclusion of lower wavelengths would not significantly change our
results. Crabs and Sargassum are very closely matched in R(λ) at 400nm, and our study
assumes that this relationship persists in the UV, and ΔQVS would remain unchanged. The
enhanced discrimination ability of birds in this system is apparently due to sensitivities in red
wavelengths. Any divergence in R(λ) between crabs and background below 400 nm would only
increase discrimination in the bird visual model, which is already clearly able to differentiate
crab and algae by color.

In addition to chromatic contrast, birds, fish, and other animals are known to utilize achro-
matic contrast (or difference in luminance) to identify targets on small spatial scales. Many
studies of animal camouflage have investigated this visual channel [17, 19, 20–23, 51, 54, 70,
73]. Our results indicate that the achromatic contrast between crabs and algae is up to an order
of magnitude higher than the chromatic contrasts calculated in this study, and less affected by
attenuation. The luminance channel may therefore be important for predators trying to detect
crabs which are well matched to the algae in terms of chromatic contrast.

The visual systems of other important predators, like the Sargassum frogfish Histrio histrio,
have yet to be studied and may be drivers of camouflage in this environment. H. histrio is a
voracious ambush predator, and gut contents frequently contain P. sayi, P.minutus, and
shrimp [64]. Visual sensitivity data is not available for H. histrio, but prey survival experiments
on red, green, and yellow artificial Sargassum indicate that H. histriomay utilize color discrimi-
nation and camouflage breaking to detect prey [65]. The fish we modeled in this study, C. hip-
purus, is a widely distributed pelagic predator not endemic to the mats. Pelagic fish such as C.
hippurus have visual pigments adapted to open-ocean ambient light fields [43, 48]. Visual pig-
ments in fish adapted to Sargassummats may be sensitive to longer wavelengths. Behavioral
and molecular evidence for color discrimination by crabs, as well as the use of this ability in
behavioral tasks like mate and habitat selection, is increasing [66–68]. Whether either Sargas-
sum crab is able to utilize color information in guiding behavior is unknown, but seems possi-
ble in light of evidence for visual habitat discrimination by Sargassum crustaceans [39, 69].

Chromatic Modeling
Multiple models exist for estimating discrimination of color. The Vorobyev and Osorio model
is widely used and supported by experimental data [4, 11, 16, 19, 21–23, 26, 46, 53, 54], and
was considered appropriate for this study. Color constancy is here modeled by the von Kries
transformation [21–23, 46, 54, 70], which incorporates both illumination I(λ) and the mean
reflectance of a scene, Rb(λ). Varying the light field between noon and sunset conditions
showed virtually no impact on the chromatic contrast of crabs for either predator. For this rea-
son, there would likely be little difference in chromatic contrast between the horizontal
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downwelling irradiance used in the conceptual model and a more realistic sidewelling illumina-
tion. This has been observed [22] when measured downwelling and sidewelling irradiances
were compared using the Vorobyev and Osorio model. Effects at the air-water interface may
impact chromatic discrimination by birds beyond what has been considered here. While the
red shifted light at sunset may slightly increase contrast for the bird, enhanced glint with low
sun angle [71] would make target detection more difficult. Other surface effects like bubble
production, spatial resolution, and signal loss through transmission across the air-water inter-
face for submerged crabs would also make it more difficult for flying birds to detect prey.

A radiative transfer model was used to generate illumination data for both the surface and
depth. Such sophisticated light modeling might not be necessary for deep, clear oceanic “type
1” water columns where simple estimates of illumination can be sufficient for most applica-
tions. However, more refined treatment of the spectral absorption and scattering properties of
the water column can be important for assessing camouflage in many ecosystems. In optically
shallow waters, for example, reflectance from the seafloor impacts the spectral shape, magni-
tude, and polarization characteristics of the light field [2]. Organisms that hide in such environ-
ments have to match downwelling light from the sun, as well as upwelling light reflected from
the seafloor (sediment, seagrass, corals, etc.) and often match the polarization conditions that
may be visible to certain predators [2].

Here, different spectral light attenuation properties were important to show the influence of
water depth on background matching. The differences in reflected radiance between the crab
and Sargassum became less pronounced with predator distance (S4 Fig). This is because water
preferentially absorbs red photons [56]. Therefore, the reflected light from the crab and Sargas-
sum in red wavelengths is absorbed by water molecules and primarily green photons (500–550
nm) reach the predator. This means that for fish swimming at the mats from a distance (e.g., C.
hippurus), the crabs will be much harder to detect than for small fish endemic to the mats (H.
histrio). Similarly, the crab was much less discernible at 5 m distance to a bird foraging at the
sea surface in both Bermuda and particularly in the more turbid Florida waters.

The background reflectance, Rb(λ), used in this study was the average reflectance of a Sar-
gassum sample imaged on deck, and is not fully representative of the true environment. A
more accurate spectrum would possibly include dark water or glint, and require knowing the
field of view of the predator. Simple linear mixing of algae and water spectra (Sec. 3.4), how-
ever, indicated that variation in Rb(λ) played a minimal role in overall chromatic contrast.

Comparable Camouflage Systems
While direct comparison between studies is difficult, it appears that Sargassum crabs generally
demonstrate similar or lower contrast to their natural background than multiple other cryptic
species. In crabs, perhaps the most studied groups in regards to color, camouflage, and pattern-
ing are fiddler and shore crabs. For example, the fiddler crab Uca vomeris, when subject to pre-
dation by birds, achieves a similar color match to Sargassum crabs on a more static background
(mud flat). When under low pressure from birds, these crabs showed significantly higher chro-
matic contrast (and therefore a poorer color match) compared to either high-predation U.
vomeris, or the Sargassum crabs P. sayi and P.minutus [8]. However, a different fiddler crab, U.
tangeri, has been shown to achieve much lower contrast (and better matching) against birds
[21]. The shore crab Carcinus maenas has similar chromatic contrast to Sargassum crabs
against natural backgrounds to an avian visual model [17]. In this study, C.maenas also
showed a color change response to background albedo. Similarly, the horned ghost crab Ocy-
pode ceratophthalmus exhibits both dynamic color change and a significant degree of back-
ground matching [16], though direct comparison to the present study is difficult as the authors
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did not quantify color matching in either tetrachromat or dichromat visual space. Like P. Sayi
and P.minutus, the kelp crab Pugettia producta is also found closely associated with macroal-
gae. This crab exhibits an ontogenetic color shift: juveniles are found in red algae turf habitat
and are generally dark red, and then migrate to off shore kelp beds and change to a brown or
amber coloration [63] during adulthood. While we are unaware of any research on background
color matching in this species, survivorship studies indicate that the distinct color morphs of P.
producta are well camouflaged against macroalgae [10, 62]. In a comparable terrestrial para-
digm, researchers found that crab spiders hiding on flowers had similar or higher chromatic
contrast values against both trichromatic prey and tetrachromat avian predators than Sargas-
sum crabs [72, 73]. Extensive research on cuttlefish has yielded a range of contrasts relative to
background, but Sargassum crabs appear to achieve a comparable match to their background
in the view of fish predators [19, 22, 23].

Conclusions
Sargassum crabs were found to be extremely well matched to their background over most of
the visible spectrum and were not distinguishable from algae in the view of a dichromat fish
predator. Tetrachromat birds, by contrast, were able to discriminate between the color of Sar-
gassum crabs and algae because of photoreceptors at far red wavelengths, corresponding to the
chlorophyll absorption maximum. Interestingly, only one species of crab previously studied
had better background matching to avian predators than the Sargassum crabs, but that species
was found in mud flats without a noticeable chlorophyll absorption peak [21]. The ability to
more closely match their algal background from visual detection by a fish compared to a bird
potentially suggests that Sargassum crab camouflage may be driven more by predation by fish
than birds.

Chromatic contract was considered under multiple environmental scenarios including diur-
nal variation in illumination, signal attenuation by water with distance, predator visual adapta-
tion to patch size, and predator photoreceptor ratios. Photoreceptor ratio in avian predators
and signal attenuation over distance had the largest effects on chromatic contrast. Attenuation
of the light reflected from the crab and Sargassum generally decreased the chromatic contrast
of crab and background with distance for both the fish and bird predators. With increasing dis-
tance in the real environment, factors such as veiling light, observer spatial resolutions, and
occlusion of the target by algal fronds will also play a role in discrimination by predators [6,
26]. Additionally, some of the unique properties of air-water interface such as sun glint, inter-
nal reflection of photons and the presence of waves, bubbles and foam may also play a role that
has yet to be considered [74, 75].

Sargassum crabs have convergently evolved coloration and patterning to match their back-
ground in an environment with no hard cover refuge and predation from both above and
below the water surface. High resolution spectral measurements in the far red wavelengths
(> 650 nm) were necessary to model chromatic contrast in this ecosystem. Hyperspectral
imaging provided information on the variability associated with an individual carapace or algal
sample that could not be effectively quantified using fiber optic spectrometry, and allowed for
modeling the effects of variation in light field and visual system parameters on chromatic con-
trast. Forthcoming studies will utilize the spatially resolved information from this imagery to
study patterning and heterogeneity in Sargassum crabs.

Supporting Information
S1 Data. Mean reflectance spectra for individual crabs and associated algae samples, with
notations and crab metadata. Spectra are organized by spreadsheet with spectra in columns.
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The first row of all spectral spreadsheets is a header.
(XLSX)

S1 Fig. Distribution of R(λ) values.Histograms of reflectance values at selected wavelengths
corresponding to the visual sensitivities of fish and a region of close spectral matching (430
nm), a region of crab visual sensitivity [67] (490 nm), and high R(λ) discrepancy (660 nm) for
an individual A) P. sayi and B) its associated Sargassum sample. Reflectance for an individual
image was generally normally distributed, indicating the suitability of using mean reflectance
spectra for chromatic modeling.
(TIF)

S2 Fig. Illumination as downwelling irradiance Ed(λ) at the surface (solid line) and at 15cm
depth (dashed line). Irradiances are very similar in blue and green (400–550 nm) wavelengths,
but diverge at longer wavelengths due to preferential attenuation and transmission across the
air-sea interface.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. Diffuse attenuation (Kd) used in predator visual models for Bermuda (solid line)
and Florida (dashed line) water types. Attenuation for Bermuda waters is low and characteris-
tic of clear oceanic waters, with attenuation increasing exponentially in the red wavelengths.
Florida waters attenuate much more strongly, particularly in the blue, due to the presence of
colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) and sediments.
(TIF)

S4 Fig. Impact of water column on target signal (R(λ)�I(λ)) for a sample P. sayi and associ-
ated Sargassum in Bermuda water type. Attenuation with distance decreased the difference
between reflected light from crab and algae that is available to the observer, modeled here for
the avian predator at 1 and 5 m depth. This is particularly true in the highly absorbed red wave-
lengths, where the spectral signatures of both animal and background converge.
(TIF)
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